1* Introduction* Let L denote the group algebra of a locally compact Abelian (LCA) group &. For elements x and y in L the product of x and y is given by
xy(β) = [χ(β -a)y{a)da
where the integral is taken over the entire group and with respect to Haar measure.
Let L* and L** denote the first and second conjugate spaces of L, respectively. As a result of [1] , a multiplication can be introduced in L** in the following manner. Let x,yeL; f, geL*; and ^GeL**. The elements xf and Fof in L* and GoF in L** are defined by: (1.1) χf(y)=f(χy) v^L, (1.2) Fof(x) -F(xf) xeL,
The multiplication in L** given by (1.3) will be referred to as the Arens product. Some of the properties of the Arens product in L** have been developed in [2] . It is well-known that the spaces L* and L** have realizations in terms of functions on ^ [5, p. 148] and finitely additive measures on & [6] , respectively.
One difficulty which arises with the Arens product is that there seems to be no means of obtaining the functions and measures which correspond to elements of the form Fof and GoF, respectively. To avoid excessive notation we will use /, g, to denote elements of L* and their corresponding realizations as functions. Any statement involving /, g, as functions will be interpreted as a locally almost everywhere statement (see [5, p. 141] ) even though a reference to locally almost everywhere (l.a.e.) may not appear. Similarly, F,G, will denote elements of L** and their corresponding realizations as finitely additive measures.
In the case of xf, an obvious application of the Fubini theorem yields (1.4) xf{β) = J/(/3 + a)x(a)da β e gf , which provides a realization of xf as a function. Proceeding formally, one obtains the following "equations":
(1.5) Fof(χ) -jj/08 + a)x(a)dadF{β) = (1.6) G o F(f) = j j/CS + a)dF(β)dG (a) .
If the equations in (1.5) were valid, then the function h(a) = l/(/3 + a)dF(β) would be a realization of Fof; however, as a general statement, (1.5) is invalid on two counts. In 4.3 it is shown that the function h(a) need not even be measurable (measurability will always be with respect to Haar measure) and in 3.5 it is shown that even if h(a) is measurable, the second "equality" in (1.5) may not be valid.
The formal equations in (1.5) and (1.6) suggest a second pair of operations analogous to the operations defined in (1.2) and (1.8) .
For each F in L**, / in L* and β in gf, T β f and F*f are defined as follows:
(1.7)
T β f(a) =f(a + β) a e gf , (1.8) F
*f(β) = F(T β f)
Thus, for each β in &, T β is an operator (bounded linear transformation) on L*. Let &~ = {T β : β e gf}. Also, for each / in L* and each F in L**, F*f is a well-defined functon on S^, though it may not be measurable. For simplicity, the expression F{T β f) is used instead of J/C8 + a)dF{a).
Let & denote {FeL**: F*f is a measurable function for each / in L*}. Again, to avoid excessive notation, the function F*f for each / in L* and F in & will be identified with the element of L* of which F*f is a realization. Let TΓ denote the natural map of L into L**. Clearly πx*f = »/ for each x in L and /in L*. Also, an easy computation shows that πx*f is a continuous function, so πLc&. For each F in ^ and (T in L**, G*^, the convolution of Cr and .F, is defined by It ίί (1.9) G * F(f) = Gίί 7 */) / e L* .
It is clear that G*.F is an element of L** and that G*F(f) = ίί/(/3 + a)dF{a)dG{β) for each / in L*.
Formulas (1.8) and (1.9) define the operations which are suggested by (1.5) and (1.6) and which are analogous to (1.2) and (1.8) .
The two main objectives of this paper are: (i) to compare the operations introduced above and (ii) to compare various algebras obtained from these operations.
In §2 it is noted that {Fe&: F*πx = πx*F for each x in L}, which will be denoted by J^, is the largest set which contains πL and in which the Arens product agrees with convolution. It is also noted that jy = L** in case gf is a discrete group. In § §3 and 4 examples are given to show that S*f may be different from & and & may be different from L**, respectively. In §6 it is established that for all non-compact groups and for certain compact groups πL is a proper subset of jy.
In §2 it is also observed that convolution and the Arens product can be used to make various subspaces of L** Banach algebras and that L* is a module over these algebras when the module operation is chosen as in (1.2) or (1.8) , depending on the multiplication in the algebra. The fact that L* is a module over these algebras is then used in § 5 to identify various quotients of these algebras with algebras of operators on certain subspaces of L*. These identifications are used in the latter part of 5 to characterize the measure algebra of g 7 as a certain operator algebra and to relate the measure algebra to the various quotient algebras mentioned above.
The following notation, as well as all notation introduced above, will be used throughout this paper. If X is a normed linear space, then X* will denote the conjugate space of X, O(X) will denote the Banach algebra of operators on X and for each sebset X x of X, °X 1 will denote {feX*:f(x) = O,xeX 1 }. For a subset ξ x of a Banach algebra ξ, C(ξ l9 ξ) will denote {A e ξ: AB = BA, B e &}. For each subset E of a given set S, C E will denote the characteristic function of E and S\E will denote the complement of E in S.
2* Properties of the Arens product and convolution* This section contains a list, in the form of lemmas and theorems, of some of the properties of the operations introduced in § 1. In particular, Theorems 2.4, 2.8, and 2.9 summarize the information needed in 5. In the remaining theorems, the Arens product and convolution are compared.
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the definitions. Proof. An easy computation shows that xf e C u for each x in L and / in L*. Let m denote Haar measure and for each compact neighborhood V of the identity in gf, let e v = (miV))-
1^.
If fe C u , then \\e v f -f\\-+0 as V->0. Therefore, the closure of {x/:xeL, 2.3. LEMMA. The following statements are equivalent:
a? e L, / e L*} is dense in C w , Fe°C u , which completes the proof.
For each F in L** and / in L*, let A r f=Fof. Let ^ = {A <τa; : x € L}. For convenience A β will be used instead of A xx when x e L.
THEOREM, (i) Wϊί
Proof, (i) and (ii) follow easily from the definitions given in (1.1)-(1.3) Statement (iii) follows from (ii), 2.1 and 2.3. Statement (iv) is a consequence of (iii).
Similar theorems will now be obtained for j&f and &?. 
Therefore, TΓ^^F^O Proof. From the definitions it is easily verified that (^, *) is a normed algebra. For each n = 1, 2, , let JP Λ G ^ such that F n ->F, an element of L**. If fe L* and /3e ^, then F n (T β f)~> F(T β f). Therefore, F*f is the pointwise limit of a sequence of measurable functions, so F*f is measurable. Hence, fe&?.
Therefore, έ%? is a closed subspace of L** and since L** is complete, ^ is also complete, (ii) follows easily from the definitions, (iii) is a consequence of (ii), 2.5 and the definition of &. (iv) follows from (iii). From the definition of Stf it is clear that B F e C{j2f, 0(L*)) for each F in jaΛ Therefore, (ii), (iii) and (iv) follow from (ii), (iii) and (iv) of 2.8, respectively.
In the remaining theorems a comparison of convolution and the Arens product is made. Proof, (i) =* (ii). If a eL and /eL*, then
and feL*, then Foπx(f) = F{xf) = F*τrx(/). Therefore, πx*F = πxoF -Foπx = F*πx, which proves that Fes/.
COROLLARY, J^ is ίfte maximum subalgebra of (&, *) which contains πL and in which the Arens product and convolution agree.
Proof. Let ^ be a subalgebra of (&, *) which contains πL and in which the two products agree. If FeS, then πxoF = πx*F for each x in L, and by 2.11, FGJ/. Therefore, 2
Proof. Let FeL**,/eL* and #eZ,. Let {α x , α a , •••} be the support of x. Then xf(β) = ΣΓ=i/(/3 + «/)«(«/) and ΣUfiP + «*)&(«/) converges uniformly to #/(/9) in the variable β since | ΣΓ=n+i/(iS + ) I ^ || / || ΣΓ= +i I «(«*) ITherefore,
Since πx*F -F*πx for each & in L, FGJ/, which completes the proof.
3* Groups for which J^ differs from ^* In 3.4 a sufficient condition for J^ to be different than & is given in terms of the existance of a certain type of measurable subset of the group. It is then shown in 8.13 that for second countable groups this certain type of measurable subset is very numerous. Theorem 3.5 summerizes the results in this section. Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11 contain the main ideas for the proof of 3.12. Throughout this section μ will denote Haar measure.
A proof for the following lemma can be obtained by slightly modifying the proofs of 2.1, 2.2 and 3.1 (a) in [7] . Proof. Let E be a subset of ^ satisfying the hypothesis. Let
LEMMA. Let V be a complex vector space with pseudonorm q. Let V 1 be a subspace of V. Let 6^ be a commutative semigroup of linear transformations on V such that
. Let X denote the linear span of {T β f: βe gf}. For 0 ^ k ^ m let α /c be a complex number and let β k e gf.
It will be shown that if g = ΣlUa k T βk f, then (1) IΣ?=iα*l^#(ί/).
Assume that (1) has already been established and for # = 2jk =1 a k T βk f, an arbitrary element of X, let I x (g) = Σ*Uα* H 0 = 0, then by (1), Σ?=i α /* -0 This shows that Λ is a well-defined on X Clearly I x is a homogeneous linear function on X. Let ^~ denote {T β :βe^} 9 which is a commutative semi-group of linear transformations on ZΛ In 3.1 let V = L* 9 V, = X, ^ = ^", & -I x and q = N. Conditions (i) and (iv) of 8.1 are clearly satisfied in this case. Condition (iii) follows from (1) . Condition (ii) follows from the translation invariance of C u .
Therefore, by 3.1 there exists a linear homogeneous extension I of Ji to all of L* such that
Conditions (2) and (3) imply that I is a translation invariant element of °C U . Since /(/) = I x {f) = 1, the proof will be complete when (1) is established. Let g be as in (1) 
Since ε was chosen arbitrarily, 2\\g -h\\ Î Σ?=i α *l Therefore, N(g) ^ |Σ?=i α *l since /^ was chosen arbitrarily in C . In the remainder of this section it will be assumed that ^ is a second countable group. An important result is Theorem 8.13, which shows that for second countable groups, the measurable subsets which satisfy the conditions of 3.2 are in some sense very numerous. As a consequence of this theorem and Theorem 3.4, we obtain the following result, which is the main theorem of this section.
LEMMA. If I is a translation invariant element in °C U
Π J^, ίAβw / = 0. Proof. Since I is translation invariant, I*/ = I(f)e for each / in IΛ Therefore, I(f)πx(e) = πx(I(f)e) = πx(I*f) = πx*I(f) = I(xf) = 0, since xfeC u for each x in L
THEOREM. For every second countable group, the corresponding sets S^/ and & are different.
The following notation, in addition to the notation already introduced, will be used throughout the remainder of this section. If A and B are measurable subsets of S?, then "A is equivalent to B" will mean that μ(A A B) = 0. Let 5^ denote the resulting equivalence classes. As usual, a measurable set E will be identified with its eqivalence class. For A and B in 3*~, let ρ{A, B) = arctan μ(A Δ B). It is shown in [4, p. 156] that p is a metric on 3^-and that {y\ p) is a complete metric space. Let <%/ denote the sets of finite measure. Since ^ is a closed subset of 3^, (^, P) is also a complete metric space. We will let j^ denote the sets of finite measure (equivalence classes of ^) which satisfy the conditions of 3. 
Finally, for any sequence {Aji j = 1, 2, •••} of measurable sets, limA,-will denote the pointwise limit (see [4, p. 126] ) when this limit exists.
LEMMA. Let V be an open set of finite measure, n a positive integer and E a measurable set. Then
Proof. The following inequality will be established:
where F is any measurable set and u e (D n ) n . First note that for any sets A and B of finite measure,
So for % -(/?! , /3J we have that
Considering the first term of the right side of (5), we have that
Since ^ e D % , it follows that the first term of the right side of (5) is no greater than^(
The inequality (4) now follows by applying the same argument to the second term of the right side of (5). It follows from (4) The same argument applies to
which completes the proof. 
= DΠ(EΠ(D+ V))\((D-βΓί(EΓi(D+ V))) + β) = DΠ((EΠD+ V)\(E Π (D + V) + β) .
Hence, for βe V (6) μ
(DΠ E\(E + β)) £ μ(E Π(D + V)\(E f) (D + V)) + β) .
The set D + V is compact so E Π (-D + F) has finite measure. Therefore, the characteristic function of E Π (D + V) is in L and since translation is continuous in L (see [9, p. 3] ), the right hand member of (6) tends to 0 as β tends to 0. A proof for the case of an arbitrary set D of finite measure can now be obtained by approximating D from below by a compact set. A proof of (ii) can be obtained by slightly modifying the above proof. (D n ) n . So the last assertion is a consequence of the first assertion, which will now be established.
Let u = (β l9 •••,&,) and v = (τ lf , Ύ n ) be elements of {D^7 1 . By an argument similar to the one used in the proof of 3.6 it can be shown that
Since F -/3 y has finite measure for each j = 1, 2,
, n it follows from 3.7 that the ith term in the above sum can be made small by choosing y s close to β jm Therefore, the sum can be made small by
n . It follows from the hypothesis that K n (E, V) > 0, which completes the proof. , β m } c D n (recall that {D n : n = 1, 2, •} is an increasing sequence) and V n c V. Therefore,
It is immediate from 3.8 that (ii) implies (i). , m} and i SΓ = {F^ : j = 1, 2, , w} are elements of ^T\ then M^N means that m^n and Zλ, = J^ for i == 1, 2, , m. With the ordering ^, J^ is a partially ordered set. It follows from 3.10 that there exists a measurable set E t such that {JEΊ} satisfies conditions (i)-(iii). Since U t is a dense open set, α x = K^U^ VJ > 0 by 3.8. Therefore, {E λ } is an element of 3ίΓ. Now let {E ά \j = 1, 2, , ^} be any element of ^Γ. By 3.6 and the triangle inequality for the metric, there exists a δ > 0 such that if A is a measurable set with μ(A) < δ, then B, U Ei U A) < ε and (V y )>α y /2 i = 1,2, ...,n.
Using 3.10 with JB taken as the empty set it follows that there exists a closed nowhere dense set E n+1 such that μ(E n+1 ) < δ and X n+1 (E n+1 Therefore, {E ό :j = 1, 2, , w + 1} is also an element of 3fΓ. This argument shows that any maximal chain in 3ίΓ is infinite. That J%Γ has a maximal chain follows from the axiom of choice. The desired sequence is obtained from a maximal chain in the obvious way, which completes the proof.
LEMMA. The set ^ is a dense subset of <%/.
Proof. Let B be a measurable set of finite measure and let 0 < ε < π/2. Let {E ό :j -1, 2, •} be chosen as in 3.11 corresponding to B and ε. Let E = U {Ef-3 = 1, 2, •}. The set £7 is the limit of the increasing sequence {F k : k = 1, 2, •} of measurable sets where
If the measure of # were infinite, then μ(F k \B) -> oo as fc->oo. But, arctan μ(F k \B) ρ {B, F k )<e< π/2 for fc = 1, 2, , which implies that {μ(F k \B): k = 1, 2, •••} is a bounded sequence. Hence, μ(E) < oo and μ(F k \B)-+ μ(E\B) as k->oo u Also, since 5 has finite measure, μ(B\F k )-*μ(B\E} as fc-> oo. Therefore, iθ(£, F Λ )-• p(.B, £7) as fc-> oo, so ^(β, S) ^ ε. To complete the proof it is sufficient to show that Ee^ and since E has finite measure, showing that E belongs to ^ reduces to showing that E satisfies the conditions of 3.2.
For each n = 1, , it is clear that K n (E n , V n ) ^ K n (E, V n ), so it follows from (iii) of 3.1 that
The sequence {U n : n = 1, 2, •} is decreasing and
It follows from (iv) of 3.11 that
From (6), (7) and 3.9 we conclude that E satisfies the conditions of 3.2, which completes the proof.
It was pointed out that ^ is a complete metric space, so ^ is a space of second category. The set ^r is compared with <%/ in the following theorem. Proof. A set E of finite measure is in the complement of ά^ if and only if condition (ii) of 3.9 fails for at least one of the sets E or E 1 . Therefore, it follows from 3.9 that the complement of ^ in <%s is the set U {E: μ(E) < <*>, K n (E, V.) = 0} U U {E: μ(E) < oo, K n (E', V.) = 0} .
The sets {E: μ(E) < oo, K n (E, V n ) = 0} and {E: μ(E) < oo, K n (E', V n ) = 0} are the zero sets in ^ of the maps E--> K n (E, V n ) and E-+K n {E r , V n ), respectively. The first map is continuous on 5^ by 3.6. The second map is a composition of the first map and the map E-*E\ which is clearly continuous. Therefore, the sets {E; μ(E) < oo, K n (E, V n ) = 0} and {E: μ(E) < oo f K n (E f , V n ) = 0} are closed, and since the complement of each of these sets contains the set ^, which is dense in ^, the complement of ^ in ^ is a countable union of nowhere dense sets. 4* A group for which <S& differs from L*** In this section (see 4.3) it is established that in the case of the real numbers, & and L** are different.
The following notation will be used in this section in addition to notation already introduced. The sets I k , n , &>, E Kin and U are defined .as follows:
For each pair {K, n) in <3P let α(iί, n) be an integer such that the map (K, n) -> a(K, n) is one-to-one (^ is countable). Let E = If 7eH\M l9 then 7 is not in the closure of E Kt% . So there exists a positive real number v depending on 7 such that (-v, 0) + 7 Π -E^ = 0 Since Jϊ is a finite set, it follows that there exists a positive real number t < 2" 1 such that
Therefore, it follows that
For any non-zero integer s,
Since (-*, 0) + 7 c (-2" 1 , 2" It follows from (1), (2) and (3) (4) guarantees that the value Σ βeMi a β is assumed on a set of positive measure.
To prove the last assertion assume that Σ βes a β C E -β = 0. By letting N = {β} with β an arbitrary element of H, we conclude from the inequality that a β = 0 for each β in H, which completes the proof.
Let X denote the linear span in !/«, of the set {C E -β : βe U}.
THEOREM. For the group of real numbers there exists an element F in L** and an element f in L* such that F*f is a nonmeasurable function.
Proof. Let N be a non-measurable subset of U. For an arbitrary element g in X, g = Σ βeB a β C E -β , for some finite subset H of U and for some choice of complex numbers a β corresponding to each β in H. For each g in X, let
It follows from 4.2 that ί\ is a well defined function on X and, moreover, that F 1 is a bounded linear functional on X. Therefore, there exists an F in L** such that the restriction of ί 7 to X agrees with F lm Let / = C E and note that
Since C σ is a measurable function and C^ is not measurable, it follows that JF 7 */ is a non-measurable function, which completes the proof. 5* Identification of some algebras* In this section it will be assumed that & has the following property. for each βe V\D. Hence, given β e V\D and ε > 0, there exists a positive integer n x such that However, for some n^n ± \E(T β f)-πx n (T β f)\<ε.
Since V was chosen arbitrarily we have shown that E*f and / have realizations which agree l.a.e. Therefore, E*f -f, which completes the proof.
Let S n be a cube in euclidean fc-space which contains 0 and which has edges of length 1/n. Let x n = (μiS*))-
1^.
Then ||a? n || = 1 and it follows from the classical differentiation theory (see [4, III. 12.6, p. 214] ) that {x n : n = 1, 2, •} satisfies (ii) of 5.1. Therefore, euclidean fc-space has property A for each positive integer k. The question of whether or not all LCA groups have property A is unanswered.
Recall that whenever an element / in C u is identified with a function, that function is assumed to be the unique uniformly continuous realization of /.
Therefore, by the definition of jy, Eejf.
(iii) Since Eejzf, by 2.11, #o/= E*f=*f for each / in L*. Therefore, GoE(f) = G(£Ό/) = G(/) for each G in L** and / in L*, which completes the proof.
The following lemma and its proof are due to R. J. Lindahl.
LEMMA. // k is an element of Cί, then there exists an element F in sf such that \\F\\ = ||fc|| and F agrees with k on C u .
Proof. Let k be an element of C M *. By the Hahn-Banach theorem there exists an element F λ in L** such that \\F X \\ = \\k\\ and F λ agrees with k on C u . Choose E as in the definition of property A and let F = EoF x . It follows from the preceding lemma that Eejzf, so by 2.10, F is also in Szf. If GeL**, then Go(EoF 1 -F x ) = 0 since # is a right identity. Therefore, by 2.3, EoF x -F 1 e°C u . Hence, F agrees with k on C u . Since JP and & agree on C UJ \\F\\^\\k\\\ however, || F\\ ^ || F λ \\ \\E\\ -\\k \\. Therefore, ||F|| = ||fc||, which completes the proof.
For the proofs of 5.4 and 5.8 recall that A F and B F are defined in the paragraphs preceding 2.4 and 2.8, respectively. As a result of 2.8 it is clear that (^/^, *) with the quotient norm is a Banach algebra.
THEOREM. The algebra {^?l&, *) is topologically isomorphic to C(jT, 0(L*)).
Proof. Proof. If 4GC(y,0(L*)), then for some F in ^, Af=F*f for each /in ZΛ By 2.5, F*feC u whenever fe C u , which completes the proof.
In the remainder of this section ^' will denote the translation operators in 0(C u ). As a result of 2.9 it is clear that (J^/^3, *) with the quotient norm is a Banach algebra. To complete the proof it suffices to show that v 2 is an isometry and that v = v 2^i is an onto map.
To see that v 2 is an isometry, first note that if B e 0(L*), then
\\B\\ = auv{\BT β f(x)\:feL*,\\f\\£l;xeL,\\x\\£l;βeS?}.
For ΰGC(^U^, 0(L*)), and sup {| BAJ(β) \: /3 e ^} = || BA./|| since BA./e C.. Therefore,
The equality preceding the last equality is a consequence of 2.2. To see that v is an onto map, let A e C{^~ ', 0(C u ) ) and let k denote that element of Cϊ whose value at / is A/(0) for each / in C«. By 5.3, there exists an element F in Jzf such that F agrees with k on /9 in 2^ and / in C uf v(F + &) = A. Since A was chosen arbitrarily in C{^~\ 0(C u )), we conclude that v is an onto map, which completes the proof.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the preceding proof. ^', 0(C u 
COROLLARY. The restriction map is an isometric isomorphism of C(^~
U ^, 0(L*)) onto C(
)).
It follows from 2.4 that (L**/C u , o) with the quotient norm is a Banach algebra.
THEOREM. The algebra (L**jC u , o) is topologically isomorphic to C(^\ 0(C w )).
Proof. For each F in L**, let v 1 (F+°C u ) = A F . It follows from 2.4 that v x is an isomorphism of L**/°C U into C(^" U _£^, 0(L*)). Let y 2 be as in the proof of 5.6. Then v = ly^ is an isomorphism of L**/°C U into C(j^', 0(CJ).
Because of the interior mapping theorem, to complete the proof it suffices to show that v is a continuous onto map.
Let Ae C(^f, 0(CJ). By 5.6, there exists an F in Sf such that F*f^ Af for each / in C u . Since Fejzf, by 2.11, F*f^ i^o/ for each / in L*. Therefore, v{F + °CJ/ = Fof = .F*/ = A/ for each / in C w , which shows that v is an onto map.
To prove that v is continuous, let jFeL** and ε > 0. Choose The following result is a consequence of 5.6 and 5.8.
THEOREM. The algebras (J^/&, *) and (L**/°C U , o) are topologically isomorphic.
In the remainder of this paper M will denote the measure algebra of the group Sf. The convolution (product) of two elements μ λ and μ 2 in M will be denoted by μ λ μ 2 . It will be assumed that L is embedded in M in the natural way. For each μ in M, the operator A μ on L* is defined by
For f in L*, A μ f and μ/ will be used interchangeably. As usual, β will denote the Fourier-Stieljes transform of μ. Finally, for each A in 0(L*) which leaves C u invariant, A' will denote the element of 0(C u ) obtained by restricting A to C u . The previous theorems and the following lemmas will be used to obtain a characterization of M as an operator algebra on C u .
LEMMA. If X is a normed linear space and iϊeO(X*), then H is the adjoint of an element in 0(X) if and only if H is continuous in the X topology on X *
Proof. If H is the adjoint of an element K in 0(X), then since Hf(x) = f{Kx) for each / in X* and x in X, H must be continuous in the X topology. Conversely, if H is continuous in the X topology, then for each x in X the function f->Hf (x) for each /in X* is continuous in the X topology on X*. Therefore, there exists [4, V. 3.9.] an element Kx in X such that Hf(x) = f{Kx) for all / in X*. Clearly K is a linear transformation on X. Furthermore, = su Ώ {\f(Kx)\:feX*, \\f\\ <£ l xeX, \\x\\ <Z 1} -Therefore, KeO(X) and H = K*, the adjoint of K. Proof. Suppose that G e Jtf and that B F is continuous in the L topology on C % . Let {/ λ : λ e A} be a net in L* which converges in the L topology to an element /in L*. Note that for each / in L* and x in L, xf -A x f and A x is the adjoint of an element of 0(L). Therefore, by 5.10, {xf λ :XeA} is a net in C u which converges in the L topology to xf. Hence, B F (xf λ ) converges in the L topology to F g(xy) . Therefore, B F f λ (xy) converges to B^xy) for each a? and # in L. Since each element of L is the product of two elements of L (see [3] ), B F f x converges to B F f in the L topology on L* and we conclude that B F is continuous in the L topology on L*.
THEOREM. The mapping μ->Al for each μ in M is an isometric isomorphism of M onto the L continuous elements of
Proof. Let μe M. It is easily verified that for each /in C uf A μ f can be realized as the function whose value at β is \f(β + a)dμ{a) for each β in g\ Therefore, it is clear that A μ leaves C u invariant and that AleC (^~',0(C u 
)).
Since Aμ, is an adjoint operator, from 5.11 we conclude that A μ is L continuous. Therefore, A'μ. is continuous in the L topology on C u . The mapping μ -> A'μ, is clearly an isometry, so to complete the proof we must show that this mapping is onto.
Let A be an L continuous element of C(^~' f 0(C u )). By 5.6, there exists an F in Sx? such that A = B F . By 5.12, B F is L continuous and by 2.5, B F eC(^,0(L*) ).
Therefore, from 5.11 we conclude that B F = A μ for some μ in M. Hence, A -A'μ., which completes the proof. 6* Groups for which πL differs from J^\ The content of this section is Theorem 6.1, which is a summary of Theorems. 6.2 and 6.5. : x e L) is properly contained in {A' μ : μ e M}. However, {A'μ.: μeM}a C{^~', 0(C w )), and since v maps Sx?\& onto C(^"', 0(CJ), we conclude that for every group ^ with property A, πL is a proper subset of jy, which completes the proof.
The remainder of this section is devoted to establishing the existance of a special translation invariant element in L** of a noncompact group. Notation introduced in the paragraph following 5.9 will be used in the following theorems. [8, 3.1, p. 33] that there exists an element f inl* such that (1) f(/)^0 feX+ (2) ΉAf) = Ήf) Ae^feX.
(3) 11*11 = 1.
For each /in I/*, let /(/) = *(/ί) + i*(/ a ) where /i and / 2 are the real and imaginary parts of /, respestively. Then I satisfies the following conditions:
Condition (5) follows from the fact that the real and imaginary parts of Af are Af x and Af 2 , respectively. To establish (6) Since I is translation invariant, Ie&.
To show that Iejzf, let /eL* and xeL.
Then I*πx(f) = I(xf) = x(0)I(f) and πx*I(f) = πx(I*f) = πx(I(f)e) = πx(e)I(f) = $(0)I(/). Therefore, by the definition of J^, le 6.5. THEOREM. i*br any noncompact group, πL is a proper subset of Proof. In 6.3 and 6.4 it is established that in the case of a noncompact LCA group, J^ contains a nonzero translation invariant element; however, πL contains no such element.
